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Abstract 
This paper describes the concept of a national “complementary” or “parallel” 
currency, and the advantages of implementing it in the form of purely electronic 
money – no bills and coins. It suggests a fairly detailed program for how a parallel 
or complementary currency to the euro could be introduced in a crisis-hit 
eurozone country, focusing on Greece. Finally, some questions and 
counterarguments are addressed. 
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I. Introduction 

 
The premise for the proposal to be presented in the following is that the Syriza has, at 
best, a breathing space of – say – three months to half a year before it must introduce a 
complementary (or “parallel”) electronic currency in order to achieve macroeconomic 
stabilization of the Greek economy. This paper is written in the recognition that even in 
hard-hit Greece, a majority of citizens still favour staying within the eurozone. 
 
While writing this (20 May 2015), the Greece drama is worsening day by day, and big 
changes may therefore occur soon. Consequently, some of the content of this paper may 
be out-dated by the time it is read – Greece may have decided to pursue different policy 
strategies than is recommended below. 

 
 

2.   How does a complementary electronic currency (to the euro) work? 
 

Policy proposals for Greece similar to what follows have been put forth earlier by this 
author, for instance in (Andresen, 2010 and 2012). The additional complementary (also 
called “parallel”) circulating medium of exchange and means of settlement to be proposed 
will be designated a Tax Anticipation Note (TAN), a term introduced in (Parenteau, 2015). 
The TANs are used by the government to partly pay wages, pensions and for domestic 
purchases. The TAN enjoys confidence since anyone can use it to pay taxes – more on 
this below. Transactions are done via encrypted entries through the instrument of mobile 
phone/SMS. These transactions are automatically received, accounted for and settled on 
a server with ample capacity at the country’s Central Bank. Or perhaps preferably – for 
political or legal reasons – at a bank-like facility established for this purpose outside the 
government, from now on just called the TD: “TAN Depository”.  
 
Such a mobile-based transaction system may be implemented through one of the 
technically proven schemes already in successful operation in some developing countries, 
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also recently put in operation in Ecuador. The system may be implemented to work also 
with older models of mobile phones, since it may be SMS-based (though the main 
implementation will be in the form of apps for smartphones).  
 
There are no physical/paper TANs in circulation. The government has a “TAN account” at 
the TD with no limit. Like bank loans, TANs are created out of thin air as a credit to 
citizens, and like bank loans they are later destroyed when paid back (in settlement of 
citizen tax liabilities). The government account is debited whenever it pays wages or 
pensions, or buys goods or services. All citizens and domestic firms are automatically 
assigned cost-free TAN accounts at the TD. Interested foreign entities who may also face 
liabilities to be paid to the Greek state such as custom duties, tariffs, etc. may also be 
offered accounts (though we will expect TANs to be used mostly by domestic agents). 
TANs are perpetual, zero coupon, bearer bond, so there is no interest paid to holders of 
TANs, and in that sense, physical cash has properties similar to a TAN. Private lending 
denominated in TANs is not designed as an option in the pioneer period of this system, 
though spontaneous peer-to-peer TAN lending will probably emerge and grow.) 
 
The government pays employees, pensioners and suppliers in a mix of TANs and euros – 
say 20% TANs at the outset – but this share should (and will) probably increase. One TAN 
is nominally equivalent to one euro and accepted at the Treasury in settlement of tax 
liabilities at 1 TAN = 1 euro. It is conceivable private market exchange will deviate from 
parity from time to time, but we believe there are built in stabilization mechanism inherent 
in TANs. For example, should TANs trade at a discount to euros in private markets, Greek 
citizens with tax obligations (and remember, many citizens and firms have large tax 
arrears at the moment) can give themselves a tax cut by purchasing TANs with euros at a 
discount, and paying their taxes with TANs, thereby creating a demand for TANs that will 
reduce if not eliminate the discount through an inherent arbitrage mechanism. The mix of 
TAN and euro denominated government spending may be adjusted based on how the 
process develops. Since the TAN may be used by the public to settle tax obligations, it will 
likely be voluntarily accepted to a reasonable degree as a means of final settlement by 
many agents; both individuals and firms. TANs do not have to be officially declared “legal 
tender” to be accepted. 
 
Employees and firms offering goods and services will increasingly – as the scheme gets 
more popular – decide to accept a certain share of TANs as payment, while the rest must 
still be in euros. While the government pays wages and taxes in the government-
determined mix of TANs and euros, the mix in private sector transactions will be decided 
freely by the involved parties, and will differ between trades. Businesses that accept a 
fairly large share of TANs are likely to find that they get an in increasing market share and 
grow more quickly than their competitors. Notice how this sets up a first mover advantage, 
which should speed up the adoption of TANs as a means of final settlement in the private 
sector. Employers and employees may negotiate the share of wages being paid in TANs, 
based on private portfolio preferences and speed of adoption of TANs. Workers that 
accept a larger share of TANs in their wages are likely to find it easier to get a job. 
 
With regard to external trade activity, TANs should enable activation of idle labour and 
production capacity, thereby raising the odds that exports can increase. Thus, even if this 
extra activity is mediated (partly) with TANs, the introduction of TANs may enhance foreign 
currency inflow and the ability of the country to service euro debt. In addition, government 
spending on trade related infrastructure, as well as subsidies or direct fiscal spending on 
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R&D and marketing of domestically produced tradable goods, should help improve 
Greece’s current account balance as Greece pursues active fiscal policy to escape the 
ravages of Troika imposed austerity measures. 
 
Another positive effect may be that private sector pessimism is reduced. Increased 
household and business confidence will decrease the liquidity preference of individuals 
and firms that currently possess euros, but have been holding back in their spending of 
euros due to uncertainty or fears related to future cash flow streams related to real 
productive activity, as well as financial investment activity. For a given amount of euro 
stock held by agents, the aggregate euro flow will likely increase as confidence returns 
and liquidity preference shrinks amongst wealth holders, i.e. we should observe an 
increase in euro money velocity with the introduction of TANs, and undoubtedly, alongside 
that domestic portfolio preference shift, a share of euros held overseas today will probably 
be repatriated. 
 
3.  Important advantages of electronic TANs versus bills and coins 
 

a) The system can be implemented fast, and adjustments that turn out to be 
needed can be implemented in software, therefore very easily. 

b) The system is very cheap to run, compared to a system with notes and coins. 
and forgery is impossible. 

c) There is no confusion with bills and coins (i.e. euros) that are already being 
used. 

d) No deposit insurance is needed. Money TANs cannot be lost, and this is clear 
to the public – thus there are no bank runs. 

e) A black economy in TANs is nearly impossible. The same is true with respect to 
tax evasion. Intelligent software can monitor transactions 24/7, and such software 
can flag human monitors when suspicious patterns emerge. Knowledge of this 
implies a credible threat, so that agents to a large degree will abstain from even 
attempting illicit behaviors or gaming of the system. 

f) TANs cannot be used for capital flight, since they only reside at the TD, and are 
primarily useful in settling Greek tax liabilities. 

g) Also, some more monetary policy advantages merit mention: negative interest 
on money held (demurrage) may be easily implemented (as the ECB already has 
to some degree with its negative deposit facility rate, to speed up circulation if that 
is needed. 

h) There is another possible control tool with the opposite effect is also made 
possible by TANs only existing as accounts at the TD: a tiny but adjustable 
transfer tax between any accounts could be implemented as a form of restrictive 
policy. This would be incredibly more effective in dampening an overheated 
economy than an interest rate hike. As far as the authors know, this is a feasible 
tool that has not been considered in the large economics literature on inflation 
control. For more on this, see (Andresen, 2013). 
 

  
4. A  possible program for getting a TAN complementary circulation system working 

 
The government needs to implement some measures, and the parliament may need to 
pass some laws: 
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• The first is the creation of a new unit that enters into a TAN contract with the 
government, the TD. The TD handles all TAN transactions. It creates TANs for the 
government to spend, and retires TANs when they are used to pay taxes. 

• The second is that payment to public employees and pensioners may be done 
partly in TANs, possibly with some legally binding upper bound on the TAN share.  

• A third is that all agents can pay  Greek government imposed taxes and fees with 
either TANs or euros. For tax accounting purposes, one TAN then counts as one 
euro. But there should be an upper bound on the share of TANs. 

• A fourth is that all mobile phone operators shall be obliged to install and run the 
hardware and software needed for the TAN system, and that the fees they are 
allowed to collect for transactions are capped, at very low levels. These costs 
should be covered by the fiscal budget, not paid directly by the user. 

• A fifth is about exchange between TANs and euros. There will be exchanges, and 
the exchange rate should be allowed to float freely. But there should possibly be 
some measures against types of speculative activity. The TD should be given 
authority to implement such if that is deemed necessary. A possible problem 
would be large and fast speculative movements in and out of TANs. These can 
easily be damped by automatic levying of Tobin taxes based on volume and size 
of transactions, with one advantage of the TAN system being wholly 
computerized and residing at one agency only. 

 
Technical and organisational preparations 
 
The government must tighten up its tax collection procedures, as well as insure a more 
equitable and legitimate distribution of tax liabilities across the Greek citizenry as a 
condition for the introduction of TANs. The government must ensure that the mobile 
infrastructure is up and running smoothly before the launch date, with testing and fixing of 
all problems that have emerged so that everything is ready in time. We recommend 
copying from existing systems that are up and running. One should also prepare a 
network of physical outlets that can help the public in using the system. Greece has an 
extensive network of post offices  that might be assigned  such a task.  
 
Public information and debate 
 
An information campaign must be run so citizens understand the intent and operation of 
the TAN alternative government financing system. The government encourage the media 
to disseminate accurate information and allow forums for public discussion. A crucial part 
of this initiative is to convey some understanding of monetary systems and modern money 
theory to the public. 
 
Negotiations with unions and domestic organisations 
 
They must be convinced to accept a share of TANs in wages, especially for public 
employees and pensioners. 
 
Advice and help to businesses 
 
Firms will have to adjust to two types of payment from customers, complicating matters. 
To some degree the TAN side of accounting can be automated, since a given business 
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can have more than one TAN account at the TD. Tax payments can also be automated on 
the TAN side. The TD should help with apps, software and device solutions for fast and 
convenient TAN payment in shops and on public transport. 
 
A central organiser of the system 
 
Probably it is most convenient to assign all tasks related to the introduction and running of 
the TAN system to the TD, which must be amply and competently staffed. The TD must be 
supervised by, and cooperate extensively with, the Treasury. 
 
Political process versus the EU 
 
Ongoing negotiations should openly acknowledge the intention of the government to 
launch an alternative government financing mechanism that introduces a complementary 
currency system without leaving the euro. The EU side ought to be convinced that the 
stimulus of TANs to the Greek economy will improve Greece’s ability to grow the economy 
and service euro debt. An agreement on the euro debt service issue should then be more 
feasible than today. On the other hand, if disagreement persists, Greece will have a 
stronger position in negotiations because of the TAN alternative that they can still go 
forward with, as opposed to today where they are completely dependent on further euro 
injections to avoid the economy grinding to a halt. 
 
 
5. Discussion 

 
The following discussion will addressing many of the counterarguments against, or 
expected questions about, the TAN proposal.  
 
The issue of “confidence” 
 
From the outset, TANs will enjoy a certain minimum of confidence because they may be 
used to pay taxes, as already mentioned. Despite this, initial confidence in TANs may be 
low, not the least because of widespread distrust in authorities. To discuss the prospects 
of a TAN, it might be useful to define two entities, “trust” and “need”. Even if trust is low at 
the outset, need is very high: some initial use of the TAN should be expected because of 
the alternative of no work or no sale is considered even worse than the risks of using 
TANs in settling private transactions. Need will ensure some TAN circulation, even if trust 
is low. One may envisage a turbulent start-up period where the euro/TAN exchange rate 
dives because of scepticism and scaremongering, but that the government stays calm and 
spends TANs in the promised mix, gradually removing panic and leading to more 
optimism. With time, a positive feedback process is likely to be set into motion: agents will 
observe that transactions with TANs are happening all around them, and this will increase 
trust, leading to more acceptance of TANs, and so on.  
 
Inflation in TANs?  
 
Assume that the government recommends that firms are asked not to set prices in TANs 
high, but instead safeguard themselves in the start-up period by setting the initial TAN 
share of an item‘s price low. What the government recommends will of course not 
necessarily be followed by vendors, but many may try this as a starting point. We should 
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expect that firms (and individuals) that offer products or services where the dominant input 
factors are domestic, will be most willing to try offering a significant share of TANs in what 
they accept as payment. In addition, we indicated innovative policy measures, like 
transaction taxes, as well as reduced fiscal expenditures and TAN issuance, which can be 
used to manage inflation. As long as the economy is far away from full employment and 
firms have significant idle capacity, TAN inflation pressures will not be strong. When the 
economy approaches full employment through TAN financed fiscal stimulus, emerging 
bottlenecks can be flagged early and dealt with by both targeted public/private investment 
initiatives, as well as active labor market training programs. This becomes a pro-growth 
way of addressing possible inflation threats, rather than the typical austerity policies 
advocated and enforced by the IMF. 
 
TANs and external accounts 
 
At the other end we have products that are imported, and the domestic input factors are 
subordinate: cars and petrol are examples. Here one can expect that only with time will 
such sellers start accepting TANs, and the share will never become high. But there will 
also be a mechanism at work that is pushing in the right direction: when TAN use has 
reached a significant level for other consumer items, for instance food (where domestic 
input factors are significant), import-based firms can negotiate a larger wage share being 
paid in TANs and the rest in euros, hence allowing also such firms to accept a share of 
TANs in the items they sell. An important aside to this is that the circulating TANs will 
enhance domestic output. To some degree this will lead to import substitution, thereby, 
ceteris paribus, increasing net exports, which is a good thing regarding the ability of 
Greece to accumulate euro reserves in external transactions, and thereby service euro 
denominated external debt.  
 
But regardless of possible government declarations about how the complementary 
currency ought to be valued, one should expect the TAN to converge to a value somewhat 
below parity with the euro. And not floating the TAN versus the euro will lead to growth of 
a black market.  
 
People not having access to, or wishing to use, mobile phones 
 
Some (among these, especially elderly) people do not have a mobile phone, or are not 
used to using a mobile phone. In addition, there are districts in Greece with weak mobile 
coverage. One may let the post offices – suggested  earlier as a possible network of 
outlets for the system – offer people the alternative of using a (paper-based) cheque or 
giro system to pay expenses in TANs, if the mobile phone for some reason is not an 
alternative. But such traffic will necessarily be negligible because the mobile phone 
alternative is so much more convenient. In addition, this would be an opportunity for the 
Greek government to pursue public investment, or encourage private investment, in 
telecommunications infrastructure, with the use of TAN financing to accomplish this 
development goal. 
 
Why not pay all taxes in TANs? 
 
Some proposals suggest that all taxes might be paid in the complementary currency, not 
euros. We believe that would result in TANs not being used for transactions but 
immediately recycled back in taxes, and the government will not get euros. Yanis 
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Varoufakis has suggested a solution (Varoufakis , 2014) to force complementary currency 
into private sector circulation and avoid use of these for immediate repayment of taxes. As 
we understand him, his proposal entices holders of surplus euros to buy what he calls FT-
coins from the government, thereby giving the government more euros to spend. FT-coins 
can be used for tax payment, but not before – he suggests – two years. Every FT-coin has 
a time stamp and is thus unique. For Greek society as a whole, this corresponds to an 
increase in euro money velocity without increasing the stock of euros outstanding in the 
Greek economy. It resembles the government selling a type of bond to the public, since 
the FT-coins are “bought back” with accrued interest later on, when they are used by the 
holder to pay taxes. It is essentially a method to get people to buy government debt, so 
that the government gets more euros to spend. One then depends on the mood and the 
willingness of “surplus” euro owners, and hence leaves the Greek government financing at 
the whims of the portfolio preferences of private investors, much as is the case currently. 
This is in stark contrast  to a more convenient directly circulating complementary currency 
like the TAN alternative government financing instrument, which is homogenous and 
divisible down to a “TAN cent”, and an unlimited tool controlled solely by the government. 
TANs do not depend on any willingness of bond buyers. TANs also can play a key 
transition role, unlike FT-coins, in facilitating a gradual euro exit, as well as a complete 
reinstatement of a sovereign currency, if that turns out to be the direction chosen by the 
population after exhausting reasonable paths of compromise with the Troika. 
 
Greece needs investment, i.e. lending in TANs 
 
At the outset, the immediate problem is to increase employment and activity, in order to 
close the enormous output gap, and thereby address the externally imposed humanitarian 
crisis that is shredding the social fabric of Greece and depleting its social capital while 
constraining and further eroding its economic potential. This problem may be addressed 
initially by simply spending more money (both euros and TANs) into the economy. The 
TAN tool allows the government to instigate emergency employment schemes by 
spreading its available euro spending flow also to the unemployed. Investment and 
lending can initially be in euros like today. But saving and lending in TANs may eventually 
emerge in a spontaneous fashion. If that is not considered sufficient, one may involve the 
commercial banking system in establishing TAN lending in parallel with euros, particularly 
if Syriza follows through on the necessary nationalization and recapitalization of its 
banking system, which after all, was one of the planks in its electoral platform.. An 
investment loan by a bank with a TAN component can suffice for a business as long as a) 
the business has Greek tax liabilities, b) other businesses and citizens it transacts with 
have Greek tax liabilities, and consequently c) its employees and suppliers accept TANs in 
payment for at least some portion of their settlement of transaction. 
 
Euro debt and euro capital flight  
 
One may at this stage correctly protest that introducing a TAN does not solve the euro 
debt problem. It also does not solve the problems of richer citizens moving their euros out 
of the country to avoid taxes or in fear of losses due to collapse of domestic banks, or due 
to large scale tax avoidance and the large tax arrears in euros. Regardless, one may reply 
that without an alternative government financing instrument, and a complementary 
medium of exchange, an economy is wholly dependent on euros to uphold domestic 
activity. This puts the country in a very weak position when negotiating debt writedowns 
and/or lower interest rates and longer repayment times on existing debt. It leaves Greece 
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caught in an external Ponzi financing position, Furthermore, by enabling the economy to 
run much closer to full capacity and employing a much larger share of the population, the 
ability to net export increases, and by this the ability to service euro debt. The automatic 
stabilisers will also be at work, giving the government more tax income, and reducing its 
expenses for unemployed benefits and other social costs due to the crisis. In addition, by 
introducing TANs, euros are freed up for external debt service. The euro problems are not 
directly solved by introducing TANs, even if increased domestic economic confidence may 
after a while induce many agents to repatriate their euros. The issues of capital flight and 
tax avoidance/arrears are there regardless of whether the TAN proposal is implemented or 
not, and must be addressed somehow. They have more serious economic effects without 
a complementary TAN system in operation. In addition, issuance of TANs as a 
government financing vehicle does not preclude the continued issuance of Greek 
government debt denominated in euros. 
 
“TANs are illegal” 
 
Greece has a very strong law from 1927 that does not allow the state to issue or re-issue 
money of any type (Karatsoris, 2015). One might expect a legal battle where opponents of 
a complementary currency will try to exploit this law to stop the introduction of TANs. 
Karatsoris argues1 that one can get around this obstacle if the complementary currency is 
not declared “legal tender”, not denominated in euros (it can be denominated in itself, with 
a “TAN cent” the smallest unit), and is run by an entity outside the government. We have 
already mentioned the extensive network of post offices in Greece which already offer 
transaction services for the public. One could consider establishing the TAN Depository 
associated with the central administration of the Greek postal system, supervised by the 
Treasury. 
 
 
6. Summing up: far better than the bleak alternatives 

 
A complementary electronic emergency currency can – with immediate effects – 
ameliorate the strongly and persistently lowered living standards for most people in 
eurocrisis countries, which is the bleak and only future that the EU and crisis country 
governments (at least before Syriza) have been able to come up with under the bias 
toward austerity policies that place reduced fiscal deficits as the highest policy priority, and 
the key (absurdly enough, as the past half decade of a live experiment in this matter have 
demonstrated) to future economic growth. By the TAN scheme proposed above, it should 
be possible to activate the immense underused potential that the Greece and other hard-
hit eurozone countries have: unemployed or underemployed people will face better 
prospects for income generation, timely tax payment, and household debt servicing, thus 
giving allowing a return to social stability. TAN-financed government spending, and private 
sector TAN circulation will directly and indirectly stimulate domestic production. It will also 
give an euro-indebted country a much better position in its bargaining for partial debt relief 
or less heavy euro debt service burdens. 
 
Finally, it enables a gradual and controlled transition (back) to a national currency, if that is 
what is wanted by citizens after exhausting attempts at finding a reasonable compromise 
with the Troika. This proposal gives the population and national assembly in a crisis 

                                                      
1 We are grateful to Nikolaos Karatsoris for input on the legal issues. 
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country the freedom and time to deliberate and make such important policy decisions 
regarding the degree of further participation in the eurozone at any chosen time. It returns 
a degree of decision making freedom to democratically elected governments, and allows 
the citizenry and its representatives to base their choices on their direct experience with 
how the alternative financing vehicle/complementary currency works, and how the 
economy has fared under this parallel system. It directly confronts the four decade old 
neoliberal TINA assertion that There is No Alternative, and clearly demonstrates AWIP – 
Another World is Possible. In this regard, TANs may be viewed as a policy strategy that is, 
in every sense of the phrase, a revolutionary reform. 
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